
The below diagram shows the line of thinking if play
is stopped due to ‘illness or injury’.

Rule 14 - Injury, Illness & Bleeding

Require the player to
play on, or concede
the game, taking the

interval between
games, or concede

the match.
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Allow recovery time.
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the match.

3
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Allow recovery time.

If additional time is
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then unable to

continue, match is
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Apply Rule 15.
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15 minutes to

recover. 

If player unable to
continue after allotted
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injured player the

match.
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If player is able to
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delay Apply Rule 15
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If player is unable
to continue without
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injured player the
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Rule 14 - Injury, Illness & Bleeding
The below diagram shows the line of thinking if

play is stopped due to ‘bleeding’.
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RULE: 14.4

BLOOD
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RULE: 14.4

Is the injury a scrape,
graze, or nick with

no blood flow?

Yes
SELF-INFLICTED

INJURY.
Allow 5 minutes to
treat and cover the

bleeding 

Is the blood flow 
sufficient that it can be 

transferred from a 
player to their 

opponent or the court?

Was the blood injury
caused by the players

own action?

The injured player is
not ready to resume
play after 5 minutes

The injured player must
concede the game and
take the game interval
(if available) for further

recovery

The same Blood Injury
reoccurs. Was the

Blood Injury caused by
both players actions?

No further recovery
time is permitted

The injured player must
concede the game and

take the next game
interval (if available)
for further recovery

NO

The injured player
cannot resume play

within the reasonable
time or an allowed
extended period

Award match to
the injured player’s

opponent

Not a Blood Injury
and play must

continue

Is there sufficient
blood flow to award

a Blood Injury?
Yes

Define the Blood Injury
category as

SELF-INFLICTED,
CONTRIBUTED OR

OPPONENT INFLICTED

RULE: 14.4.1

Yes

NO

The injured player has
further reasonable
time to address the

Blood Injury
– This is considered

as contributed

Yes

CONTRIBUTED.
Allow reasonable
time to treat and

cover the bleeding.
Reasonable time is
determined by the

referee

Was the Blood Injury
caused by both
players’ actions?

RULE: 14.4.2

The same Blood Injury
reoccurs. Was this due
to an action solely by
the injured player?

The injured player
cannot resume play

within the reasonable
time or an allowed
extended period

NO

No further time
is permitted

The injured player must
concede the game and

take the next game
interval (if available)
for further recovery

Yes

No

The action was no fault
of either player or caused
by both players’ actions

– Award further
reasonable time to

address the Blood Injury

Award match to
the injured player’s

opponent

Was the Blood Injury
caused solely by the

opponent?
Yes OPPONENT

INFLICTED.

RULE: 14.4.3

Was the opponent’s
action accidental?

The same Blood Injury
reoccurs. Was the

Blood Injury caused by
both players actions?

The Blood Injury was
caused by the opponent’s
deliberate dangerous play
– Apply Conduct (Rule 15)

and award the match
to the injured player

No

Yes

Award match to
the injured player

RULE: 14.4.3.2

Award the injured
player reasonable time
to treat and cover the

bleeding

Yes

Award further reasonable
time to address the

Blood Injury

Was this due to an
action solely by the

injured player?

Yes

The injured player has no further time to address
the Blood Injury
– The injured player must  concede the game and take
the game interval (if available) for further recovery
– if the injured player cannot resume play within the
reasonable time allowed
– Award the match to the injured player’s opponent

The blood flow
cannot be stopped
in a reasonable time

No

Rule 14.4.4. Where there is a stoppage in play, the court
must be cleaned, and bloodstained clothing replaced
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RULE: 14.4.3.1

The player cannot
resume play in the

time allowed

Award match to
the injured player

RULE: 14.4.3.1


